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We report here on several components of the sea-ice dynamics
measurement program that was conducted on the Ice Station
Weddell #1 (ISW) from February to June 1992.

The sea-ice cover of the western Weddell Sea represents the
largest fraction (40 percent) of the ice cover around Antarctica
that is sustained through the summer period. Previous work
(Gow et al. 1987; Lange etal. 1989; Lange and Eicken 1991; Ackley
1979) has shown that the ice cover (a) is predominantly second
year due to the fast drift and advection out of the region and (b)
has substantial deformational activity, as shown by the ice
thickness and roughness characteristics at the outflow region.

The objective of the dynamics measurement program was to
identify how the sea-ice thickness distribution is affected by the
deformational activity of the ice cover. Wind and ocean currents
force the ice cover to diverge or converge on short time scales
(less than I day). This forcing either exposes open water, resulting
in more rapid ice growth than under thicker or snow-covered ice,
or crushes the ice together into ridges and rafts that are substan-
tially thicker than the surrounding sheets. The response of the ice
cover to these external forces is coupled through state variables of
the ice cover itself, such as the thickness, structure, and the
relative concentration of various thickness categories of ice, in-
cuding the open-water fraction. Moreover, the magnitude of the
rPomentum tranferred to the ice by the air or the ocean is also
dependent on the aerodynamic and hydrodynamic drag coeffi-
cents of the ice; in turn, these depend on the snow and ice
roughness, so the forcing on the ice cover depends on its
4eformational history, which is manifested through the top and
bottom roughness.

Knowledge of the mass-balance characteristics is not complete
without a reconciliation of the amount of ice that may result from
deformational processes, as well as the advection of ice into or out
of a region. To quantify these processes, we collected measure-
ments of the large-scale drift and of deformation of the ice, some
of the meteorological components of the forcing, and the stresses
induced in the ice cover as a result of the various forcings. In
addition, meteorologic and oceanic components of the forcing
were collected by other programs during the ice station drift
(Muench et al. 1992; McPhee et al. 1992; Andreas et al. 1992).

Three measurements were made that will contribute to this
program (1) the global positioning system (GPS)- based measure-
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Figure 1. Initial configuration of the remote sites (A, B, C, D, and E)
relative to the main camp of Ice Station Weddell.

ment of the drift of the station's floe, (2) the Argos buoys drifts of
five remote sites, distributed 20 to 60 nautical miles around the
station, and (3) aerial photography of the lines from the main
camp to the remote sites. Figure 1 shows the initial locations of the
Argos buoys (sites A, B, C, D, and E). Argos buoys were deployed
as part of the current meter array described elsewhere (Muench
etal. 1992) and will be used, through cooperation with the current
meter program, to provide the deformation data set. Other
instrumentation at some of these sites included the meteorologi-
cal stations we deployed at sites C and D described here, current
meters at sites A, C, D, and E (Muench etal. 1992) and met-ocean
buoys at sites A and C (McPhee et al. 1992;J. Launlainen, personal
communication).

Remote meteorological stations were maintained at two sites,
Site C (Chris) and Site D (Dimitri), located east and west of the
main camp as shown in figure 1. These measurements consisted
of air pressure; wind speed and direction (taken approximately 1
meter above the ice surface); and temperatures above, through,
and below the ice and snow cover. We plan to use this data with
the station data to compute any variability in the meteorological
forcing on the ice cover across the array. Bulk aerodynamic coeffi-
cients, computed by the camp meteorological program (Andreas
et al. 1992) will be used with this data to estimate momentum
fluxes at these remote sites.

Stress measurements within the ice cover relate the external
forces to the deformational or rheological processes within the ice
cover. Various deformational mechanisms induce a stress in the
ice, which is a significant term in the force balance on the ice cover.
This internal ice stress term is related to the thickness distribution
of the ice cover, the temperature, salinity and structure of the ice,
and the rate at which the ice cover is deformed. This strain rate
during ice deformation is a difficult problem to investigate—
even in the laboratory—and is complicated by the effect of
different ice characteristics in field settings. Nevertheless, by
correlating stress measurements to the local and regional
deformational fields and to visual and photographic observa-
tions, we can determine the character of the stress field that
corresponds to particular deformational events.

Stress sensors, usually characterized as hard sensors, because
they are housed in a steel case of a high modulus of elasticity
compared with the surrounding ice, were installed at four sites of
differing ice type located at the camp floe. Measurements were
taken continuously (a) at 5-minute intervals for 2 months at all
sites, and (b)atl-minute intervals forperiodsof high deformational
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Figure 2. Photographs of stress sensor at Site Jay: (A) Sensor with
a lead beside it on Day 95. (B) Sensor (same) with a ridge abutting
It on Day 97.
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Figure 3. Stress (relative units) vs. time for one wire of the stress
sensor (shown in figure 2). The dashed lines labeled" lead observed"
and "ridge observed" indicate the time when the photos shown in
figure 2 were taken.

activity (several weeks) at one site. Two of the sites developed
cracks within 1 meter of the sensors shortly after the sensors were
emplaced, and, subsequently, went through prolonged episodes
of lead and ridge formation, alternating nearly continuously
over a several-week period. Figure 2 shows the stress sensor at
Site Jay, initially a thin-ice site, after a crack formed, and 1 to 2
days later after the crack closed back into a small pressure ridge.

The stress record corresponding to these events (relative stress
vs. time) is shown in figure 3. The lead openings appear as sharp,
single-peaked events, while the closing or ridging events are both
broader and show several sharp rises and falls, perhaps accom-
panied by individual failure events of ice pieces.

Our first look at the large-scale deformational information,
based on the relative motion of sites E and C, suggests that strong
shear events dominate the ice deformation with the presence of a
quasi-stationary shear zone in the western part of the array, as
also suggested from satellite imagery of the area. The aerial
photography taken from the helicopters will provide additional
information on the deformational features of the region and their
changes with time. Satellite imagery will also be used to estimate
large-scale deformation.. The European satellite ERS-1 took SAR
(radar) imagery over swathq that included the ice station's loca-
tion through mid-March. Visible and infrared images from me-
teorological satellites (NOAA AVHRR and DMSP) show, espe-
cially in the latter stages of the ice-station drift, large-scale shear
zones, consistent with the buoy information on more local scales.

Complete analysis of the stress data awaits recalibration of the
sensors, which at the time of writing were being shipped from the
field location. A preliminary look at the data, along with the
visual field observations, generally shows that the stress field is
highly episodic with short bursts of high activity over minutes
separated by hours or by days of little or no stress measured.
Examples of the stress field, resulting from several deformar
tional processes, were obtained including tension cracking and
rafting (figure 3), buckling in thin ice, cracking resulting frori
pressure ridge edge loading, compressional ridge formation, and
shear ridge formation in thicker ice. These stress measurementS
will be further correlated with the visual observations made at th
same time to document the stress associated with particular
failure mechanisms. Comparisons with the large-scale deformar
tion and station drift will determine whether these lead an41
ridging events are coupled at the local and regional scales.
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Computer simulation models of southern ocean production
must include productivity estimates from three major zones: the
open ocean, the ice edge, and the pack ice. Of these zones the
least studied is the pack-ice zone. Presumably this results from
severe logistic constraints and the general paucity of radiometric
data from satellite-borne sensors, such as the Coastal Zone Color
Scanner (CZCS) (Sullivan et al. 1988; Comiso et al. 1990). In the
absence of this information, productivity in the ice-covered re-
gion is usually considered nil (Smith and Nelson 1986). Conse-
quently, investigations of microbial production of the sea-ice
zone are required to more fully understand pack-ice ecosystem
production. This is especially important since sea ice may cover
20 million square kilometers of the ocean surface and associated
microbial communities may account seasonally for a substantial
fraction of production not previously measured. With good
estimates of production of sea ice microbial communities
(SIMCOs) more accurate models of southern ocean productivity
can be constructed that approach those we have developed for
fast-ice regions (Arrigo et al. 1991, 1992).

The long-range goals of our work are to sufficiently under-
stand the spatial and temporal variability of SIMCO biomass,
productivity and the factors that influence them in order to be
able to model primary productivity in the antarctic pack-ice zone
with sufficient accuracy to predict interannual production in a
changing environment.

Two specific questions that were addressed experimentally at
Ice Station Weddell #1(ISW) were:
• What are the in situ growth and turnover rates of pack-ice micro-
organisms (algae and bacteria) from the western Weddell Sea?
• What fraction of primary production in the pack-ice zone is
contributed by microalgae associated with various pack-ice envi-
ronments vs. the water column?

The history of microbial rate process studies in the pack ice
is remarkably short. Most studies of microalgae from the ant-
arctic pack ice have concentrated on single measurements of
biomass and microscope identification of microalgae (Garrison
et al. 1983; Clarke and Ackley 1984; Marra and Boardman 1984;
Garrison and Buck 1985; Garrison et al. 1987). Unlike studies in
land-fast ice, few studies of the pack have included photosyn-
thetic or bacterial growth rate measurements of ice-associated
microorganisms, and none involved time-series studies of the
accumulation of biomass for days or longer.

Little is known about microalgal and bacterial production in
pack ice even though pack ice accounts for the majority of the
antarctic sea ice habitat. Burkholder and Mandelli (1965) reported
on the photosynthesis-irradiance relationships of those micro-
algae living during summer within the areally limited saline
ponds caused by infiltration of sea water on the surface of ice
floes. During three Antarctic Marine Ecosystem Research at the
Ice Edge Zone (AMERIEZ) cruises to the Weddell/Scotia Sea
pack-ice region members of our laboratory conducted seasonal
investigations of the distribution of algal and bacterial biomass
and productivity along profiles of ice cores collected during
spring 1983, autumn 1986 and winter 1988 (Kottmeier and Sullivan
1987, 1990; Lizotte and Sullivan 1991, 1992).

Microalgal and bacterial biomass were observed to be highly
concentrated in several microhabitats of pack ice compared with
the surrounding sea water. We reported that the pack ice had a
mean of 5 milligram chlorophyll a per square meter and a range
of 2 to 9 milligram chlorophyll a per square meter (Dieckmann,
Sullivan, and Garrison 1990). Such high concentrations in ice
frequently equal standing crops observed in 10 to 50 meters of the
integrated water column beneath the ice indicating the potential
importance of pack ice as a site of primary production.

Experiments at sea showed ice algal and bacterial cells were
metabolically active when melted into filtered sea water at 0 C
revealing a considerable potential for autotrophic and het-
erotrophic production of particulate matter. These studies sug-
gested that the microbial communities of pack ice may potentially
play a substantial role in regional production. However, we did
not establish whether their potential was realized in situ because
we could not follow population growth over a sufficiently long
period to be able to determine whether microbial biomass in-
creased with time.

We anticipated that time-series studies of SIMCOs in pack ice
would improve our knowledge of the actual production of pack-
ice systems as was previously revealed in investigations of land-
fast systems (Sullivan et al. 1985; Grossi et al. 1987; Kottmeier et
al. 1987; Palmisano et al. 1987). They showed that previous
studies underestimated sea-ice production 4- to 10-fold.

The establishment of the ISW-i in the western Weddell Sea as
part of the Antarctic zone (An Zone) project provided us with a
unique opportunity to perform time-series investigations in or-
der to assess primary and secondary microbial production in the
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